FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Sarah Huber

Bob Brongel

3 reviews

7 reviews

I took these photos while my installer Henry was still
ﬁnishing cleaning up. I’ve had a great experience with
everyone from asap. I called several companies about
getting a vinyl fence and they were the only ones that took
the time to really go into detail about what they were going
to do and what they deﬁnitely were not going to do. I liked
how transparent they were and it made me comfortable
they were going to deliver what they said they would. They
did. My fence was installed in 3 weeks. It would have been
faster but i had to get some brush cleared and everything
looks great. I got a cheaper quote but i don’t regret paying
a little extra to go with them. My only complaint and it’s
not really there fault is that i wanted a tan fence and they
said they couldn’t give me an estimate on how long it
would take because of material shortages. I decided to go
with white and I’m happy. Thank you to my estimator
Justin. I wasn’t an easy customer but you answered all my
questions.

Zach did the measurements for our new fence. A very
impressive young man, and he was one of the reasons we
chose the company.

Asen Dimitrov
2 reviews
The whole experience with ASAP was perfect. These guys
were nothing short of fantastic! From the ﬁrst sales call to
the ﬁnal piece being installed, these guys stayed in
constant communication building us the fence of our
dreams! Thank you again for the amazing experience and
look forward to doing business again!

Kevin Flaherty
9 reviews
Felix was amazing. I love my new gate and fence those
guys work really hard and do a really good job that
company should be proud to have them working for them.
And they were the best price we got like four other
estimates and they were like half the price took them a
couple weeks to get out and do it but once they did it was
so worth it.

Remy and Jesus arrived a bit early, which was a pleasant
surprise. We have a large backyard and amazingly the old
fence was down in just a couple of hours. The new fence
went up quickly and is beautiful. I didn’t believe they would
ﬁnish in a single day, but they did, and cleaned up
everything before they left.
You can’t go wrong with this company. Great to work with,
professional, and competitive pricing,

Rachel Williams
3 reviews
I am SUPER pleased with my new fence installed by ASAP
Fence & Gates. It was a very large project and was a great
experience beginning to end. I had multiple questions
throughout the process due to some county rules and
Justin was very generous with his time answering my
calls, assisting me with my endless questions and
presenting me with option after option. The installers
were all friendly and made sure my fence was everything I
wanted it to be and more. Remi really knows his fences
and the issues you can run into and helped me to make the
proper decisions for my situation as well as helped my
neighbors and I come to decisions that ﬁt both of our
needs. They were eﬃcient and fast. They made sure
every piece was put in correctly and where it was
supposed to be. The price was very reasonable. The
gates are superior to any other and will hold up for years
and years to come. Everyone that I spoke with from ASAP
were all very kind and very helpful. I am truly grateful for all
of them and would recommend ASAP for any kind of a
fence anywhere, anytime.

Phil Dumas
1 review

Dana Beede
6 reviews
We just got our fence done at ASAP fence and they beat
everyone elses price by 2k. We got our fence for a very
large yard done for $6500. They did hoa approval stuff,
and had up in 6 hours from arriving. They also didn't tear
up too much sod! They arrived promptly and cleaned up,
checking in with us periodically to make sure we were
satisﬁed as it was going up. We originally were referred to
another company by a neighbor, but they quoted $9900 for
same fence! We got 6 quotes all together and 6 onsite
visits. Despite the price difference, ASAP did a fabulous
job. You can see our pics on their webpage (we are the
second set of pictures under recent jobs)I wouldn’t
hesitate to recommend!

Pete Sigler
1 review
Keke was the speciﬁc installer with ASAP Fence this guy
was really professional kept me informed of his progress
and very professional and friendly couldn’t of asked for a
better installer !

Michael DeMarco
5 reviews
I called multiple fencing contractors to see when I could
get a quote for a fence extension around a pool. 1 month,
10 week wait FOR A QUOTE. I called ASAP and they were
out that afternoon! I had the quote in a day. We did have a
scheduling conﬂict one day, but they were out ﬁrst thing
the next day. Whenever I called the oﬃce someone
answered promptly. I recommend ASAP. They live up to
their name!

Maureen Johnson
2 reviews
I contracted with ASAP Fence and I am so glad I did. They
communicated with me every step of the way from design,
permitting and installation. The installers were excellent
and did a beautiful job. My job was not the easiest. I made
a last minute change to a gate and they honored it without
complaint. You can go online and enter your requirements
and receive a very accurate estimate very quickly. ASAP is
a top notch company and I'd recommend you call them
ﬁrst. Pricing, reliability, qualiity of material and
workmanship plus customer satisfaction. AAAA+++

Erika Cellupica
3 reviews
We got an 8ft tan vinyl fence from ASAP because we were
worried about our dog jumping a 6ft fence (from
experience). ASAP gave us a quote over the phone and
had it installed a few days after we got HOA approval. We
are really happy with the work and experience. Justin kept
us up to date the entire time. Originally we weren't planning
on ﬁnancing the fence but they were running a no
payments for 12 months promotion so we deﬁnitely took
advantage of that. Thanks again.

Thomas Jubeck
2 reviews
Speedy process from day 1 of the quote to delivery in half
the amount of time of competitors. Happy with my fence!

Sue Thorne
12 reviews

It’s not the most obvious fence but we had a two tone vinyl
fence done by ASAP right after we moved in. The
experience was great. We did everything while on vacation.
They weren’t the lowest quote, which they told me they
wouldn’t be. That was perfect because I wanted someone
to make it easy on me. They did. Money well spent.

Dave Nurmi
Local Guide · 24 reviews
Showed up early, worked quickly, attention to detail, value
far above what others offered. Prices well below what
places like USA fence offered. way below. Manny was
great, oﬃce wonderful. THey were reccomeded by a friend
and I would and HAVE reccomended to others.. 1
currently with association to get approved and ASAP will
do his fence too. You won't go wrong with these guys.. You
will have more problems with your association than here.
Manny came out did est. said I have it in stock I can put it
in day after tomorrow, that is how good these guys are..

Beata Beyer
2 reviews
Just moved to a new home and dealing with different
contractors doing different jobs. ASAP Fence & Gates so
far is the best and most reliable company I hired. Three
different vinyl enclosures with gates were done in very
timely and eﬃcient manner. Quality of the job is superior. I
am very satisﬁed and highly recommend this company to
others.

Jennifer Hall
1 review
Our vinyl fence looks great! Our estimator Justin was very
responsive and helped us solve a permitting issue we
weren't expecting. We had Felix as our installer, he did an
excellent job. I highly recommend them I liked that they
made it really easy to communicate from start to ﬁnish.
Being a mother of two I prefer texting to avoid repeating
myself or misunderstanding important info, I could text
them most of the time instead of having to call the oﬃce.
We even text a copy of our survey to get the process
started.

Billy Distelhurst
1 review
Justin was great setting up everything and arranging the
install. The fence installers came out early each day
And worked extremely hard in the August heat 8-9 hours a
day until complete. They were very polite and
Always cleaned up the yard each day before they left. Their
quote was on par with all other fencing company’s.
I decided to go with ASAP fencing because of the
personalized service. ( no recordings ) actual live person
every time I called.

Tammy Daum
6 reviews
ASAP Fence and Gates lives up to their name! I highly
recommend this company. Justin and his crew did a great
job from estimating, to measuring, permitting and
installation as they were very professional and responsive.
The fence and gates look great and they were installed
before the other companies could even come out to give
me a quote…now, that’s ASAP! Our family is very pleased
with the customer service, quality of product and
installation, communication and especially the speed at
which you delivered the ﬁnished product! Thank you again!

Jane Gray
7 reviews

Great work love my new fence
Worker on time and hard working and a fair price too

Justin Schmidt was fantastic! He was able to get my
fence in at least 1 month sooner than any of the other
fencing companies I called in Sarasota. The work crew
was very respectful and professional and even returned to
clean up my neighbors' yards. I highly recommend ASAP
Fencing and Gates.

Chris L
Local Guide · 24 reviews
I am late posting this review, but ASAP fence was
incredible to work with, I had a motorcycle crash through
my 150 foot chain-link fence at my business, I called them
and they were there the same day at 5 PM and ﬁnished at
9:30 PM. They have some dedicated super hard workers. I
would highly recommend ASAP fence to anyone. Their
prices are also very much competitive versus other
companies in the area. Thanks a bunch guys

Pete Moum
1 review
Called ASAP Fencing after purchasing an investment
property in Bradenton. They were everything you would
want in a business, fencing or otherwise. Friendly, easy to
deal with, prompt and quick to the project and a great
value. I would recommend them highly - already have!

Craig Himes
2 reviews

Jon Stover

Justin made this project ﬂawless. He followed up more
than once to make sure all was going as promised. His
install crew was Remi and one other. .Remi was very
professional, friendly and worked non stop to completion.
This is a truthful and honest review based on this vinyl
fence install

Alex Ufkes-Gillette
3 reviews
We needed a fence in a hurry due to a safety inspection for
our pool. ASAP fencing came right out, and gave us an
estimate that day. We had to change the work completely
and add a whole new fence. They re-estimated and did the
work within 5 days. Our new fence looks amazing and
passed inspection for the pool. Everyone that works for
them was great. Highly recommend.

7 reviews
Don't waste your time with anyone else if you're in need of
a new operating motor for a swing gate. ASAP, from the
beginning with calls and quotes from Justin to the
installation of a new Liftmaster motor by the incredibly
polite and knowledgable Manny, is my idea of how a
superb business should function. Manny, who is gifted
with outstanding mechanical skills and aptitude is also
one of the friendliest and sincere individuals I have ever
worked with. He takes the time and has the patience to
answer every conceivable question one could possibly
have about a very complex matter. I wasted my time with
three other truly incompetent companies until I found, by
chance, ASAP. which is a dream in this chaotic world. On
top of all the great things above, their price was way below
the other vendors. ASAP is truly a ﬁve star company.

John Ammon
4 reviews

Kimberly Wolf
1 review
We used them for an aluminum fence. Loved that they
shared pictures with us throughout the project. They sent
us video of our gate frames getting made and our posts
being made. Super cool. I had no idea so much went into a
fence. The end result was great as well

ASAP Fence did a great job. Very pleased with the
appearance of the completed project. It took a little longer
than expected but worth the small delay. Customer service
was excellent, always keeping me informed so I knew
what to expect. Good work...Thanks
John Ammon

Austria Hatcher

Michael Rosario

Local Guide · 47 reviews

1 review
Justin was awesome as an estimator. Took time to answer
all of our questions. I liked that they provided me photos of
the process and kept me up to date

Chris Bernard

ASAP Fence is an accurate description. They were
professional, fast and they got everything done right down
to my last detail. The cost was was reasonable, the fence
looks wonderful. I will use them again when I do the other
side of my house.

Ryan Philpot

Local Guide · 15 reviews

2 reviews

Update 3/6/2020 - New owner and I spoke. Very
apologetic and sincerely appreciative of my feedback.
I believe he, as the new owner, has a good understanding
of the problems and is quickly and eﬃciently trying to nail
them down.
Based on that conversation - I would now give them a
second chance.
Can't do anymore than 3 stars on this one. I had to follow
up several times with the sales guy once I approved the
contract to schedule the work being done. They were very
disorganized as the fellas doing the work, although nice.
Didn't even have the measurements to reinstall fence area.
Also they had to come multiple times at a signiﬁcant
inconvenience to me, to install the second gate which was
a surprise to the installer fella. Work was good once
completed though.

Mel Culp
2 reviews
Beautiful fence, excellent workmanship. Project manager
Mannie was very experienced and committed to a quality
job
Had to be rescheduled twice, missed a day of work.
Company keeps their promise to refund $100 if they miss
their schedule.

ASAP Fence & Gates were very responsive with my initial
request of obtaining an estimate for a fence. They came to
my residence, asked questions, offered suggestions, and
sent me a quote very soon thereafter. The scheduled
appointment for installation occurred a few days later. The
workers showed up, explained what they were going to do.
They continued to update me as the project progressed,
and asked questions as needed.
I would recommend using ASAP Fence & Gates for anyone
who wants a job done well in a timely fashion.

Walter Nunemaker
4 reviews
Great experience with ASAP fence. Instillation was
excellent we are very happy with the quality of the fence.
We would deﬁnitely recommend ASAP to anyone looking
to have a fence installed

shenanigansk
2 reviews
Excellent quality and fast service, best prices in the area! 5
stars, communication was hit and miss but overall very
pleased.

+19412031152
info@asapfenceandgate.com
2219 63rd Ave E Unit C,
Bradenton, FL 34203, United
States

